Accessibility

WebAssign® is committed to providing powerful education tools and content for all students, including students with disabilities.

Accessibility for students with visual impairments is particularly an issue with science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) content, which traditionally uses complex notation and figures. WebAssign has worked to provide accessible representations of both notation and figures to screen readers. And, students entering math notation can use the same "calculator" notation that is read by the screen reader without worrying about the visual representation of the math.

Accessible content in WebAssign is tested using the following screen reader versions:

- JAWS®, version 14.0
- Window-Eyes™, version 8.2
- ZoomText®, version 12.0

WebAssign can help you select or create accessible content for your class. Email accessibility@webassign.net with your request.

• Screen Reader Configuration for STEM Content
  Screen readers usually need to be configured differently to read science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) content than for other types of content.

• Configure Mac OS X for Keyboard Accessibility
  By default, Mac® OS X is not configured to use the TAB key to navigate to all items in your browser. If you are using Apple® Safari®, you also need to configure it to use TAB to navigate to all items on the page.